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The Big Picture

• Approximately 1.1 billion people are living with mental 
health and substance use disorders

• Leading source of disability, healthcare expenditure and 
personal suffering 

• 75% of mental health disorders emerge between 15-24 
years of age
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Mental health problems cost the UK more than £94 billion every year



The Big Picture 

• Early detection and intervention is a powerful way to 
improve long-term outcomes.

• Barriers
– Stigma
– Continued underfunding of services
– Difficultly accessing services
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Early detection and intervention during the transition from adolescence to adulthoodCurrent health systems provide significant barriers towards the implementation of early detection and intervention Difficulty accessing services – long waiting lists, income and cultural inequalities 



The Big Picture

• Today’s youth are surrounded by and immersed in a 
digital environment.

• In the UK, ~93% of individuals aged 18-34 own a 
smartphone

• Over 50% own a smartphone in low and middle income 
countries
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Early Detection and Intervention in Psychosis

• Psychosis is a severe mental health disorder commonly associated 
with delusions, hallucinations and changes in behaviour.

• The first episode of psychosis (FEP) is preceded by a so-called 
clinical high-risk (CHR) state for psychosis

Fusar-Poli et al. 2012
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Essentially, the person loses touch with reality which can be very distressing. Hallucinations - see, hear, feel, smell or taste things that aren’t actually present 	Delusion – believe you are being followed by secret agents or members of the public, something has been planted in your brain to monitor your thoughts, the world doesn’t exist-  About 1 in every 100 people will experience a psychotic episode in their lifetime.CHR state lasts approx 5-6 years and is characterized by reductions in brain tissue and impairments in social, emotional and cognitive functioningBasic symptoms – earliest perceivable signs of a disturbance. Subtle and self-experienced disturbances in attention, memory, thinking, speech, perception etcAPS (or attenuated psychotic symptoms) and BLIPS (or Brief Limited Intermittent Psychotic Symptoms) usually indicate imminent risk of psychosis, i.e. first-episode within the next 12 months. APS - mild, psychotic-like symptoms that do not meet the full diagnostic criteria for a psychotic disorder such as schizophrenia.BLIPS - short episodes of frank psychotic symptoms that have lasted less than a week and resolved without treatment.20% risk of developing a first-episode of psychosis (FEP) over a two-year periodImportant to detect individuals early in order to delay or prevent onset of psychosis but also to prevent poor functional outcome.



The Youth Mental Risk and Resilience Study (YouR-Study) is an MRC-
funded project that aims to develop a biomarker for psychosis-prediction

Participants (16-25 years):

• 180 participants meeting CHR criteria (CAARMS/SPI-A)

• 25 participants meeting FEP criteria 

• 40 participants with affective disorders/substance abuse

• 50 control participants 

Follow-Up: Up to three years to detect transition to psychosis, development 
of other mental health disorders and functional outcome
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An e-Mental Health Approach to Detect Emerging Psychosis

Questionnaires: a) 16-item Prodromal Questionnaire (PQ)
b) 9-item Basic Symptom Scale (PCA)

Recruitment

• Email invitations sent to colleges and universities in Glasgow and Edinburgh

• Posters and flyers advertised in NHS clinics and public transportation

• Letters sent to general practioners (GPs)
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The YouR-study utilises a simple online screening tool.Colleges included City of GlasgowThe majority of participants were students recruited from the general population



www.your-study.org.uk

An e-Mental Health Approach to Detect Emerging Psychosis

McDonald et al. (Schiz Bulletin, 2018)



An e-Mental Health Approach to Detect Emerging Psychosis

• 3500 participants took the online questionnaires over a 4-year period

• ~52.3% of participants met cut-off criteria for the PQ (score of ≥ 6)

• ~73.6% of participants met cut-off criteria for the PCA (score of ≥ 3) 

• ~500 participants (~20-25%) who met cut-off criteria on the PQ and/or
PCA were invited for clinical interviews:

- Comprehensive Assessment of At-Risk Mental States (CAARMS)
- Schizophrenia Proneness Instrument, Adult Version (SPI-A)
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The SPI-A assesses basic symptoms and the CAARMS assesses APS and BLIPS. The CAARMS can also detect those with a first-episode of psychosis. Invited for clinical interviews to further confirm whether they were actually experiencing an emerging psychosis as suggested by the online tool Overall, both screening questionnaires were good at predicting CHR status



Biomarkers for the Early Detection of Psychosis

1) MEG: auditory/visual oscillations, resting-state

2) MRS: levels of GABA and Glutamate in auditory/visual areas 

3) MRI: resting state fMRI, anatomical scan, DTI sequence 
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As part the YouR-Study, we also conduct cognitive tests and brain imaging measures. These are Magnetoencephalography, Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy and Magnetic Resonance Imaging.1) MEG – Used to measure neural oscillations (rhythmic or repetitive neural activity). Resting state used to observe brain activation during rest (no task performed)2) MRS - examine the level of certain chemicals in auditory and visual areas of the brain 3) MRI – DTI used to observe connectivity between brain areas



MEG-Resting State Activity

88 CHR participants, 21 FEP participants, 34 chronic schizophrenia patients 
and matched control groups

Grent-'T-Jong et al.  (eLife pii: e37799. doi: 10.7554/eLife.37799) 
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Red/orange colour indicates brain regions with high activation compared to control subjects. Blue colour indicates brain regions with low activation compared to control subjects. Increased activation was observed in the early stages of psychosisDecreased activation was observed in the later stages of psychosisThe increased brain activation in CHR participants correlated with increased excitatory chemicals in visual regions of the brainThese may be useful biomarkers for psychosis-risk



An E-Mental Health Approach to Detect Emerging Psychosis

Overall goal: To create an innovative and scalable E-Mental Health Detection
tool for emerging psychosis (both CHR and FEP) 

Possible ways to improve the current online-screening platform:

1) Incorporate known risk-factors for emerging psychosis

2) Perform online cognitive testing

3) Obtain speech samples to detect thought disorder/semantic anomalies

Digital Innovator Award (with P. Fusar-Poli)
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An E-Mental Health Approach to Detect Emerging Psychosis

• Online data will be collected from 3000 participants over an 18 month period

• ~850 participants will also undergo face-to-face assessments at London 
and Glasgow sites

Digital Innovator Award (with P. Fusar-Poli)
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Recruitment strategies will be similar to the YouR-study. Ideally, we would like to involve City of Glasgow College in this study.



Summary 

1) E-mental health approaches have the potential to provide novel ways of
identifying emerging psychosis in the community

a) significant number of CHR and FEP individuals were detected

b) majority of participants were not in touch with services

2) Our findings also:

a) Highlight the importance of low-threshold entry points for
early intervention

b) Reinforce the unmet mental health needs of young people

c) Emphasise the need for scalable early detection/intervention methods
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Cognitive Deficits in Community-Recruited CHRs

There is extensive evidence on the presence of neurocognitive deficits in CHR-
populations across a range of domains that mirror observations in established ScZ
(Fusar-Poli et al., 2012; Giuliano et al., 2012; Bora et al., 2014).

Haining et al. (2019) Psychological Medicine



Clinical Outcomes of Community-Recruited CHRs

Mean follow-up period for CHR group (n = 110): ~ 12 months 

Transitions to Psychosis:  n =  7   total 

CHR-subgroups:   SPI-A:   - CAARMS: n = 2      CAARMS/SPI-A:  n = 5 (15-20 %)

No transitions in CHR-negative group (n = 40), one participant developed  UHR-symptoms

12 months follow-up: 

Follow-up completion 75-80%

n = 61 participants meeting UHR criteria at baseline with a 12-month follow-up: 

n = 19 with UHR-criteria (31%)

59.0% have poor functional outcome (GAF < 65)
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Clinical Characteristics of Community-Recruited CHRs

McDonald et al. (Schiz Bulletin, 2018)



An e-Mental Health Approach to Detect Emerging Psychosis

A subset of 10 items including familial risk led to an acceptable
sensitivity/specificity for the screener (81%/57%)

FEPs had increased PQ-16 scores than CHRs
McDonald et al. (Schiz Bulletin, 2018)



Neural Oscillations in Visual Cortex during Emerging Psychosis

Hoogenboom et al. (2006, Neuroimage)
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